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Chemical defects can progressively degrade the electronic structure of polymer dielectrics, ultimately
leading to their failure. Because the polymer degradation and breakdown related processes are notably
complicated in nature, they remain far from being understood both experimentally and computation-
ally. Using a combination of density functional theory calculations and classical molecular dynamics
simulations, we propose seven atomistic mechanisms for the formation of common chemical defects in
polyethylene using which a variety of defect-related experimental observations can be explained. This
work provides a comprehensive connection among the experiments related to polyethylene defects and
aging, laying the groundwork for an understanding of polymer degradation and breakdown. Published
by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5063944

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymers, e.g., polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene,
are widely used as dielectric materials in electronic and
electric devices.1,2 Under operation conditions, chemical
defects are progressively introduced in the polymers,3

degrading their electronic structure,4–6 and initiating and
facilitating undesired carrier transport.7 Sufficiently high-
energy, or “hot,” carriers could either self-multiply or cat-
alyze the creation of new defects. These processes, which
may eventually lead to the breakdown of the polymers,
span over enormous time and length scales, thus posing
major challenges for both experimental and computational
investigations.1,2,6,8–11

In fact, most past modeling efforts on polymer degra-
dation are limited to exploring possible chemical defects,
primarily by using (static) calculations to assess their ener-
getic favorability.4–6 A past first-principles molecular dynam-
ics (MD) study provided initial insights on factors that
could contribute to the formation of chemical defects in
PE.3 Among electrons, holes, and excitons already present
in the system (e.g., due to field-induced charge injection),
it was found that triplet excitons localizing in a distorted
region of PE could weaken the C–H bonds nearby, facili-
tating bond scission and forming PE-CH∗ radicals, i.e., PE
→ PE-(CH∗)2 + H2. When there are two (intra-chain) adja-
cent PE-CH∗ radicals, the excitons trapped between them may
then recombine radiatively to form a vinyl (CH==CH) defect.
The computed wavelength of the radiated photon is '400–
412-nm, being consistent with available phosphorescence
measurements.12

a)Electronic mail: huan.tran@mse.gatech.edu

The PE-CH∗ radical, from which vinyl defects can be
formed,3 is likely the starting point for the formation of a
sequence of PE chemical defects whose configurations and
identities are defined in Fig. 1(a). By exposing PE samples that
contain vinyl defects to air, water, light and heat, a large num-
ber of photooxidation and thermal oxidation products, e.g.,
PE-COOH, PE-C==O, PE-OH, and PE-HC==O, have been
proposed to form and observed experimentally.10,13–21 Such
oxidation-related defects are known22 to play an important
role in polymer degradation and breakdown, presumably via
triggering the charge transport as experimentally observed in
some polymers.7

The goal of this paper is to computationally explore
the oxidation-induced chemical defects of PE and system-
atically fill the gap of the current understanding of polymer
degradation. Using a combination of density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations and classical force-field based MD
simulations, we propose seven mechanisms for PE chemi-
cal defect creation, labeled M1-M7, which are summarized
in Fig. 1. Starting from the formation of PE-CH∗ (M1),3 two
mechanisms M2 and M3 follow, creating either PE-CH==CH
(vinyl) or PE-COOH (hydroperoxide). In the latter case, PE-
COOH can be decomposed into either PE-C==O (M4) or
PE-CO∗ (M5) by reacting with an intra- or inter-molecule
H atom, respectively. Finally, mechanisms M6 and M7 lead
to the formation of PE-HC==O or PE-OH. The proposed
mechanisms leading to these defects are validated in mul-
tiple ways. Experimental observations of PE-COOH16 and
PE-HC==O17,18 and/or the measurements of appropriate bond
dissociation energy23 and luminescence energy12 support the
proposed mechanisms of PE chemical defects formation. Our
findings have provided a comprehensive connection among
the available experiments related to PE defects and laid the
groundwork for an understanding of polymer degradation and
breakdown.
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FIG. 1. (a) Chemical defect formation mechanisms (M1-M7) of PE and (b) DFT relative energies associated with M1-M7, given with respect to the energy of
the singlet PE. The species at triplet and singlet states are shown in red and black, respectively.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Our model contains an isolated (all-trans) single PE chain
of 10 CH2 units, surrounded by at least 15 Å of vacuum.
This model was constructed to reliably capture the defect for-
mation mechanisms while being computationally affordable
with our numerical scheme. Each reaction involves a chem-
ical defect of a CH2 unit and some hydrogen atoms nearby.
For a carbon atom in the PE crystal structure optimized by
DFT,24 the closest hydrogen atoms are from the adjacent (intra-
chain) CH2 units, which are at the distance of '2.2 Å. On the
other hand, any inter-chain hydrogen atom is at least '3.4 Å
away. Therefore, the proposed reactions would likely involve
the intra-chain hydrogen atoms.

The numerical scheme used for this work was designed
to adequately describe both static and dynamic characteris-
tics of the proposed reactions. The dynamics of the reactions

were probed via MD simulations, performed using Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (lammps)25

and employing the reactive force field (ReaxFF).26,27 In the
NVT MD simulations (of M3, M5, M6, and M7), which
extend to 100 ps with a time step of 0.1 fs, we used the
reactant structures optimized by DFT. For M3, M5, and M7,
the temperature T was set to 300 K, while for M6, T was
increased to 1000 K for the reaction to happen. Reasonable
reaction probabilities were also ensured by using 3 oxygen
molecules (O2) and 5 hydrogen radicals (H∗) in the model. The
static characteristics of the proposed reactions were captured
by calculations using the climbing-image nudge elastic band
(CINEB) method.28 The CINEB algorithms were coupled
with Γ−point DFT calculations, performed using the Vienna
Ab initio simulation package (vasp).29–31 Our calculations
employed the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation
functional32 and a plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV. The

FIG. 2. (Left) CINEB reaction path (red) and ReaxFF-MD trajectories at 300 K (green) of mechanism M3 and (right) the structure of reactants, transition states,
and products. Relative energy is given with respect to that of singlet PE.
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FIG. 3. (Left) CINEB reaction pathways (singlet in black and triplet in red) and ReaxFF-MD trajectory at 300 K (green) of M4 (a) and M5 (b), and (right) the
structures of reactants, transition states, and products of mechanisms M4 (a) and M5 (b).

vibrational free energy is neglected because such small terms
tend to cancel out when relative energies like energy barri-
ers or reaction energies are calculated, while computing them
is very time-consuming for our model. Moreover, the (inter-
chain) van der Waals (vdW) interactions do not appear in the
single-chain model, and thus they were not considered. Except
for the exclusion of the vdW interactions, this scheme is rea-
sonable for calculating energy-related properties of polymers,
according to Ref. 24.

The ReaxFF-based MD and DFT computational methods
are different in the level of theory. Therefore, the agreement
between the results from these methods, as shown in Figs. 2–4,
is expected to be qualitative, i.e., the proposed reaction mech-
anisms should be consistent, rather than quantitative, i.e., the
energy barrier may be somewhat different. Given that MD
simulations were performed at 300 K and 1000 K while the
DFT-based calculations were limited at 0 K, entropic effects
can also contribute to the differences.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. M1: PE→ PE-CH∗ + H∗

The formation of PE-CH∗ radicals, according to PE-
CH2 (ground) → PE-CH2 (triplet) → PE-CH∗ + H∗ (sin-
glet), was proposed by Bealing and Ramprasad.3 In this

mechanism, PE is assumed to be in its excited triplet state,
which may be created by heat, ultraviolet (UV) irradiation,
or external electric field.16,33,34 The excitons trapped within
distorted regions of PE could then weaken and break the
C–H bonds nearby, forming the PE-CH∗ radicals. The esti-
mated barrier of this pathway is very small (0.025 eV, being
comparable to the room-temperature thermal energy), suggest-
ing that PE-CH∗ radicals are likely formed via this mecha-
nism.3 In this paper, mechanism M1 is proposed to be the
starting point of a chain of PE oxidation-induced defects,
which may be responsible for degradation of PE under working
conditions.

B. M2 and M3: PE-CH==CH and PE-COOH formation

Starting from the resulted PE-CH∗ radicals, two mech-
anisms M2 and M3 can follow, creating either PE-CH==CH
or PE-COOH. Mechanism M2, described by PE-CH2–CH∗

+ H∗ → PE-CH==CH + H2, requires an activation energy of
Ea ' 0.34 eV to pick up a H atom from the (intra-chain)
adjacent –CH2– group, forming a H2 molecule, and leaving
a vinyl defect (PE-CH==CH) in its triplet state. The excited
vinyl defect then relaxes into its ground state, emitting a pho-
ton of 3.1 eV, which is consistent with the experimental data of
2.89 eV.12 Mechanism M3 (shown in Fig. 2) is thermodynam-
ically more favorable. By reacting with an oxygen molecule,
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FIG. 4. (Left) CINEB reaction pathways (singlet in black) and ReaxFF-MD trajectories at 300 K (green) and 1000 K (blue) of M6 (a) and M7 (b), and (right)
the structures of reactants, transition states, and products of M6 (a) and M7 (b). The isolated H2O molecule is originated from mechanism M5.

hydroperoxide PE-COOH can be formed, releasing '5 eV.
Mechanism M3 involves two substeps, including PE-CH∗

+ O2 → PE-COO∗ (M3-1) and PE-COO∗ + H∗ → PE-COOH
(M3-2). The CINEB reaction pathways and the MD trajec-
tories of mechanisms M3-1 and M3-2 shown in Fig. 2 reveal
that these substeps are barrierless and can both happen at room
temperatures, the typical condition of natural aging. Because
hydroperoxide PE-COOH is '2.23 eV lower in energy than
PE-COO∗while the formation of this group is faster PE-COOH
is likely to form, as detected in thermal-aged (and even initial)
PE samples.16

C. M4 and M5: Intra- and inter-molecular reaction
involving PE-COOH

The COOH group of PE-COOH can involve in either
an intra-molecular (M4) or an inter-molecular decomposition
(M5).8,17 In mechanism M4, a H atom from the C atom of
the COOH group reacts with the –OH group to form a H2O
molecule, while in mechanism M5, the H atom can come from
any CH2 units of the polymer. Detailed information of these
two mechanisms is shown in Fig. 3.

Mechanism M4 produces PE-C==O and H2O. The com-
puted reaction pathways of M4 reveals that an activation
energy of Ea ' 0.39 eV is required to dissociate the COOH
group in its triplet state, forming the PE-CO· · ·OH transition

state and forming the PE-C==O product. If the reaction starts
from the singlet state, the same transition state was found
with Ea ' 1.67 eV, being closer to the experimental bond
dissociation enthalpy of 2.02 eV measured for (CH3)3COOH
molecules.23 The significant reduction of Ea is ascribed to the
presence of triplet excitons that weaken the O–O bonds of the
–COOH group. This argument is supported by the very low
measured concentration of PE-COOH in UV17 and electric
field18 aged PE, compared to thermal-aged PE.17 In the for-
mer case, UV radiation and electric field can provide enough
energy (1.5–4.0 eV)17–19 to excite PE-COOH into its triplet
state and accelerate the decomposition. The computed singlet-
triplet gap of PE-C==O is '3.15 eV, being consistent with
the measured electro-luminescence (EL) peak of 2.92 eV and
chemi-luminescence (CL) peak of 3.0 eV.19

In mechanism M5, singlet PE-COOH decomposes
through inter-molecular H-transfer, overcoming a barrier of Ea

' 0.02 eV to form the transition state PE-COOH· · ·H∗, and
ending at PE-CO∗ and H2O as products. Our DFT and MD
results show that mechanism M5 is significantly exothermic,
releasing '3.26 eV.

Compared to mechanism M4, the electrostatic attrac-
tion between the OH and the H∗ radical in mechanism
M5 makes the O–O bonds easier to break with a negli-
gible barrier. Therefore, PE-COOH is likely to decompose
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FIG. 5. Details of mechanisms M6 and
M7, of which two sub-mechanisms
M7-1 and M7-2 are shown.

by inter-molecular H-abstraction in the thermal-induced oxi-
dation (at ∼100 ◦C).17 On the other hand, both mecha-
nisms M4 and M5 can exist in electric- and photo-induced
oxidation.17,18

D. M6 and M7: PE-HC==O, PE-OH,
and PE-C==O formation

Two mechanisms (M6 and M7) can follow mechanism
M5. When the external field is sufficient, the C–C bond
between CO∗ and an adjacent CH2 group can break, form-
ing a PE-HC==O and a terminal radical PE-CH∗2.16,18,19 This
mechanism, labeled by M6 and detailed in Figs. 4(a) and
5, requires an activation energy of Ea ' 0.86 eV. Our DFT
and MD simulations indicate that mechanism M6 is endother-
mic, and thus the formation of PE-HC==O is favorable at
high temperature-, electric field-, and UV radiation-induced
oxidation processes.16–18

In mechanism M7, PE-CO∗ can react with a H∗ radical
in two ways, forming either PE-OH (sub-mechanism M7-1)
or PE-C==O (sub-mechanism M7-2). In M7-1, H∗ is captured
by the O atom of the CO∗ radical, creating the –OH group of
the product PE-OH. Our CINEB calculations and MD simu-
lations at 300 K show that M7-1 is barrierless and can release
up to 4.62 eV. Thus, this pathway is spontaneously exother-
mic and can occur naturally as supported by the observation
of PE-OH in un-aged PE films.17,18 In M7-2, the only H atom
bonding to the C atom of the CO∗ radical is removed, forming
a H2 molecule with the H∗ radical (see Fig. 5). The transi-
tion state of this reaction (PE-C∗O∗ + 2H∗) defines the barrier
of '0.73 eV (or '0.025 eV) when PE-CO∗ is in its singlet (or
triplet) state. Two sub-mechanisms (M7-1 and M7-2) can occur
simultaneously when the density of PE-CO∗ is high enough,
creating both PE-OH and PE-C==O products.17,18 This sce-
nario involves two PE-CO∗ groups, and the activation energy
Ea (of the sub-mechanism M7-2) depends on the distances
between them. A maximum barrier of '0.75 eV is required
to form PE-C==O by inter-molecular reaction in the singlet
state. Such barrier is much lower than that required by the
intra-molecular reaction, i.e., 1.67 eV in mechanism M4. This
suggests that the inter-molecular reaction may probably be
the major pathway to form PE-C==O in the thermal-induced
degradation.

Because the formation PE-OH (sub-mechanism M7-1)
requires no energy, the concentration of this product is higher
than those of PE-C==O and PE-HC==O in thermally aged PE
samples.17,18 However, in UV aged PE films, the concentration
of PE-OH, PE-C==O, and PE-HC==O can be quite low while
vinyl-type unsaturated bonds were observed at a higher den-
sity.16,17 Presumably, UV radiation ranging from 1.5 to 4.10 eV
can continuously break the first and second closest C–C bond
to PE-C==O, requiring Ea ' 0.86 eV, i.e., Norrish reactions,17

as shown in Fig. 4(a). As a result, short PE chains with C==O
and C==CH2 groups, and even acetone (CH3)2C==O molecules
can be formed, as observed experimentally in PE samples.16,17

IV. SUMMARY

We have performed a systematic study of chemical defects
formation in PE using a combination of density functional
theory calculations and molecular dynamics simulations with
ReaxFF classical potentials. The primary result of this work is
that the proposed formation3 of PE-CH∗ can trigger a chain of
oxidation-induced chemical defects, including PE-CH==CH,
PE-C==O, PE-OH, and PE-HC==O. The proposed microscopic
mechanisms leading to these defects are validated against
experimental data in multiple ways. Our findings provide a
comprehensive connection among the available experiments
in PE defects and aging. Our main conclusions are detailed as
follows:

• The formations of PE-COO∗ (M3-1) and PE-COOH
(M3-2) are barrierless and exothermic, and thus they
can occur naturally. Hence, these are relevant to the
natural aging process.

• The decomposition of PE-COOH via intra-molecular
H-abstraction is a possible way to form PE-C==O,
requiring 0.39 eV (or 1.67 eV) to break the O–O
bond in the COOH group in the triplet (or singlet)
state. The singlet decomposition may happen in photo-
induced oxidation processes under UV radiation (1.5–
4.1 eV). The (triplet) product PE-C==O can emit
'3.15 eV by relaxing into its singlet state, explaining
the chemi-luminescence peak of 3.0 eV.19

• In the inter-molecular H-abstraction of PE-COOH, the
barrier ('0.02 eV) is negligible, suggesting that this
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mechanism may be the predominant way to decompose
PE-COOH in the thermal-induced oxidation (natural
aging) process.

• From PE-CO∗ radicals, PE-HC==O and PE-CH∗2 can
be formed by breaking the C–C bond with a barrier
of '0.86 eV. This is followed by the formation of PE-
CH3 with no barrier and PE-CH==CH2 with a small
barrier (0.03 eV). PE-OH and PE-C==O can also be
derived from PE-CO∗ with the involvement of a H∗

radical, crossing a barrier of 0, 0.73, or even as small
as 0.007 eV. These stable products can be observed both
in the thermal and UV aged PE samples.16,17

• Because PE-OH can be oxidized into PE-C==O with a
small barrier when O atoms are present near the OH
group (within 3.75 Å), PE-C==O and PE-HC==O are
accumulated only in thermally aged PE samples.17 In
the presence of (high-energy) UV radiation, C–C scis-
sion of PE-C==O and PE-HC==O is dominant, resulting
in a high concentration of unsaturated groups (e.g.,
PE-CH==CH2), as observed experimentally.17

Overall, this work has laid the groundwork for an under-
standing of polymer degradation and breakdown. On the one
hand, Fig. 1 can serve as the starting point for further explo-
ration of polymer defect formation mechanisms. On the other
hand, the electronic structure determined for the identified
defects can be used within a phenomenological treatment of
the carrier transport in polymer dielectrics, a promising path-
way for reaching the large time and length scales of polymer
degradation and breakdown. The mechanisms proposed here
may also be studied under explicit electric field with nona-
diabatic quantum molecular dynamics simulations35 to better
understand how electric field and temperature may combine
and catalyze the formation of defects in polymers.
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